How many degrees are in a right angle? The answer to this question will help you figure out the secret number.

How many years are in a century? If you don’t know, you won’t be able to find the secret number.

How many days are in the month of March? You’ll need to know this to find the secret number.

How many days are in a leap year? If you don’t know it, you’d better do some research.
Add the answers to all of this week’s questions. The sum is the secret number.

The secret number is...

587
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Number Detective

Name: ______________________________

Monday’s Guess: __________
Tuesday’s Guess: __________
Wednesday’s Guess: __________
Thursday’s Guess: __________
Friday’s Guess: __________

Name: ______________________________

Monday’s Guess: __________
Tuesday’s Guess: __________
Wednesday’s Guess: __________
Thursday’s Guess: __________
Friday’s Guess: __________
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